·$· INTRODUCTION
Today's cryptocurrency and digital asset activities are already a
growing reality and will increasingly become an integral part of our
daily lives. The world as we know it is in a state of constant and
accelerated change. The ability to have borderless commerce and
communication through the internet has already caused an
immeasurable change in the way individuals handle their lives,
finance and security. As this digital trend deepens, everyone,
independent of origin or social status will be given the
empowering opportunity to participate in decentralize d digital
economies
powered
by
blockchain
technology
and
cryptocurrencies.
Decentralized
economies
powered
by
cryptocurrencies enable people and businesses to conduct
trustless, anonymous and secure transactions across national
borders. New opportunities for retail, entertainment, finance and
essentially anything else that a person might want to spend fiat
currency on, are already available in this digital economy today.

·$· WHAT IS $RBNB?
RBNB is the native token for the hybrid DeFi - NFT ecosystem.RBNB
will be evenly distributed in accordance with activities done with the
token. Our users can earn $RBNB by staking in the provided liquidity
pool, fees from every NFT purchase will be distributed across the
entire ecosystem, artists using the platform will receive a 2% interest
on every sale. Weekly and monthly events will be held to award our
top liquidity providers and most NFT sales, during these events, 3 of
our community members which will be randomly picked will be
rewarded with a unique secret-rare artifact. This will be the
beginning of the RBNB NFT museum.
As the BSC network keeps blooming, we hope to bring more utility
for RBNB.

·$· ABOUT RBNB
This project is made for the large expanse of the BSC network built
on the Binance Smart Chain Network. RB NB's aim is to merge the
DEFI and NFT marketplace. This will be ultimately achieved by the
seamless integration of staking and lending protocols alongside art
galleries. The birth of this project was due to the increased adoption
of artifacts on the BSC network, this will help generate big financial
growth opportunities for our beloved community. This project will
heavily thrive given the launch of the Binance NFT marketplace
which is beyond awesome.

·$· FARMS
RBNB farming and Vaults is the method of staking or locking
cryptocurrency in Decentralized finance to earn rewards. The theory
of RBNB farming as an aggregate called liquidity mining which has
been developed from the decentralized financial sector. Of which, is
generally a personal staking can earn tokens in return for their
participation in the DeFi application.

·$· STAKES
tRBNB staking is the method of energetically contributing in the
confirmation of transactions on the blockchain with a Proof of Stake
(PoS) mechanism, anyone with the lowest balance expected to
stake a particular cryptocurrency can also confirm transactions on
the block chain and earn reward for this process.
The user assets reserved in a system that enables the staking
operation for a specific duration of time and during the storage
operation you can earn incomes for a specific duration of time. This
process rewards users that have staked a quantity of assets in the
network and play a role in the network strength. The locking of
crypto assets or currency will provide to conforming all the hopes of
the stakeholders in the network and keeps it growing.

RBNB cards will be issued on our smart contract as a utility to serve
as a form of NFT, this will be given to initial investors who have
participated in the PreSale via our contract address and buy with
a minimum of l BNB through self-drop system.

·$· GAMEWARS
Nowadays, the majority of games circulating are online games
with a centralized network. This centralized network implies that all
data both logins and passwords are stored on the server and
regulated by the administrator of the game app. However, this is
different from the Blockchain Game and Dapp concept, no data is
stored or regulated by the administrator or game app owner. RBNB
game wars enable you to play for fun and generate RBNB Tokens
using a decentralized system that is transparent. RBNB in-app
gaming allows user to interact and play with the digital collectibles
they own,creating a further level of engagement. A range of single
and multiplayer game experiences can be played within the Dapp
using the Augmented Reality features. RBNB users gain access to
game experiences based on the collectibles they own, for example,
owning a digital collectible can grant access to play AR g a m e s,
which can also be played multiplayer against other RBNB users
who own digital collectibles. As users play through, they can earn
RBNB Tokens and find ranges of common to secret-rare digital
collectibles and virtual goods. We aim to produce game content
as bite-sized playable adventures which are released on a regular
basis, both as generic to RBNB and in partnership with licensors.

·$· BUY-BACK
Bi-Weekly Buy-Back strategy is the method of establishing the
price and percentage of RBNB Token in circulation. We will continue
this strategy until we have bought back and burnt more than half of
our initial supply. This gives rise to each asset and has the ability for
financial development for investors.

·$· AIRDROP AND BOUNTY PROGRAM
For Airdrop:
Airdrop token allocation: 3% of the total supply
Airdrop distributions Date: To be announced
Airdrop reward: 10 RBNB token
Referral reward: 10 RBNB token for each referral
For Bounty:
Bounty token allocation: 2% of the total supply
Youtube bounty: Create Videos and upload on Youtube channel
minimum is lOk subscribers and 100 Likes with a reward of 1000
RBNB Token per video
Telegram bounty: Post on Telegram channel minimum is 40k
subscriber and 20k viewers with a reward of 1000 RBNB token per
channel.

